Vendor Policy – Conflicts of Interest

Students should not accept cash payment to attend a commercial presentation, gifts unrelated to medical practice, drug samples, or trips not authorized by the College. Students may accept gifts of nominal value consistent with University policy when these are related to their education (e.g. textbook, pen, note pad, reflex hammer). Student listserves will continue to be monitored to assure that advertising is prohibited. College resources (technology, space and staff) may not be utilized in any way to promote commercial interests including after hours physician promotional presentations or the distribution of gifts sponsored by industry.

Grants for scholarships or for student awards or travel or any other donations to the College of Medicine to support any of its activities may be made through the Illinois Foundation or through the Office of Advancement. Only the College of Medicine will authorize expenditure from these grants. Only the College of Medicine will identify students to receive scholarship, awards, or travel support.